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Id 1
Title Terminator, The
Original title Terminator, The
Poster

Director James Cameron
Country USA
Genre action
Year 1984
Length 108
Rating Excellent
Description A young woman named Sarah Connor is inexplicably being hunted by a relentless killer who is 

apparently tracking down and killing women who share Connor's name. She is eventually 
approached by Kyle Reese, played by Michael Biehn, who explains that in the future, an artificial 
intelligence called "Skynet" will be created by military software developers to make strategic 
decisions, but unexpectedly becomes self-aware. In a panic, the human creators attempt to shut 
Skynet down. In the interest of self-preservation, Skynet seizes control of most of the world's 
military hardware and launches an all-out thermonuclear attack on humanity, leading to a total war 
between human and machine. However, a man named John Connor eventually leads the human 
resistance to victory, only to discover that in a last-ditch effort, Skynet had discovered time travel 
and sent a Terminator, a highly advanced robotic killer, back in time to the 1980s to kill John 
Connor's mother before he can be born. John Connor sends Reese, a trusted lieutenant, back in 
time to protect Sarah from the Terminator at all costs.

Comments
Web page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Terminator
Media label
Media type CD
Video format DivX3
Audio format MP3 (MPEG Layer 3)
Movie width
Movie height
Size
Disks 1
Language English
Subtitles
Date added
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Id 2
Title Metropolis
Original title Metropolis
Poster

Director Fritz Lang
Country Germany
Genre science-fiction
Year 1927
Length 123
Rating OK
Description The film is set in the year 2026, in the extraordinary Gothic skyscrapers of a corporate city-state, 

the Metropolis of the title. Society has been divided into two rigid groups: one of planners or 
thinkers, who live high above the earth in luxury, and another of workers who live underground 
toiling to sustain the lives of the privileged. The city is run by Johhan 'John' Fredersen (Alfred Abel).

Comments There are multiple versions of Metropolis. The original German version remained unseen for many 
decades. Of this version, a quarter of the footage is believed to be permanently lost. The U.S. 
version, shortened and re-written by Channing Pollock, is the most commonly known and discussed.

Web page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metropolis_%28film%29
Media label
Media type
Video format
Audio format
Movie width
Movie height
Size
Disks 2
Language
Subtitles
Date added
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Id 3
Title Ghostbusters
Original title Ghostbusters
Poster

Director Ivan Reitman
Country USA
Genre science-fiction comedy
Year 1984
Length 107
Rating Excellent
Description Three unemployed parapsychology professors (recently kicked out of Columbia University in New 

York) start a business called Ghostbusters, a spectral investigation and removal service armed with 
technology of their own design that can track down and capture supernatural entities with relative 
ease.

Comments In the middle of the film's initial release, to keep interest going, Ivan Reitman had a trailer run, 
which was basically the commercial the Ghostbusters' use in the movie, but with the 555 number 
replaced with a 1-800 number, allowing people to call. They got a recorded message of Bill Murray 
and Dan Aykroyd saying something to the effect of "Hi. We're out catching ghosts right now." They 
got 1,000 calls per hour, 24 hours a day, for six weeks.

Web page http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pogromcy_duch%C3%B3w_I
Media label
Media type
Video format
Audio format
Movie width
Movie height
Size
Disks 1
Language
Subtitles
Date added
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Id 4
Title The Silence of the Lambs
Original title The Silence of the Lambs
Poster

Director Jonathan Demme
Country USA
Genre thriller
Year 1991
Length 118
Rating Outstanding
Description The movie opens with the FBI in a desperate search to find a vicious serial killer dubbed Buffalo Bill, 

who is abducting women in the south and skinning them. Jack Crawford, the head of the FBI's 
behavioral science unit, asks his brightest pupil, Clarice Starling, to present a VICAP questionnaire 
to a brilliant forensic psychiatrist turned cannibalistic serial murderer named Hannibal Lecter, who 
was serving nine consecutive life terms at a Baltimore mental facility. Lecter had solved several 
serial killer cases for Crawford prior to his conviction as one himself, and Crawford is convinced that 
Lecter's insight could help capture Buffalo Bill.

Comments Despite the acclaim garnered for the role, Anthony Hopkins is only in the film for a little over 16 
minutes.

Web page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Silence_of_the_Lambs_%28film%29
Media label
Media type
Video format
Audio format
Movie width
Movie height
Size
Disks 1
Language
Subtitles
Date added


